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O

ne of the most troubling and often discussed episodes in Humash is akeidat yitzhak, the Binding of Isaac. The Torah does not offer any direct
answers to the myriad questions that this incident raises: How could God—a
God of mercy and compassion—make such a demand of Abraham? Why did
Abraham go along with God’s plan? Thinkers, Jewish and non-Jewish alike, have
wrestled with these questions throughout the ages.
Despite the many questions that the episode raises, the akeidah is ultimately
seen as a positive religious experience. As the Torah frames it, God had tested
Abraham and Abraham passed with flying colors:

Some time afterward, God put Abraham to the test. He said to him,
“Abraham,” and he answered, “I am here.” (Genesis 22:1)

The angel of the Lord called to Abraham a second time from heaven,
and said, “By Myself I swear, the Lord declares: Because you have
done this and have not withheld your son, your favored one, I will
bestow My blessing upon you and make your descendants as numerous as the stars of heaven and the sands on the seashore; and your
descendants shall seize the gates of their foes. All the nations of the
earth shall bless themselves by your descendants, because you have
obeyed My command.” (Genesis 22:15-18)
An equally important issue is the impact of the akeidah on Isaac. Many com101
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mentators explain Isaac’s general passivity and lack of proactive activities as a
result of the akeidah. There are Midrashim that connect Isaac’s blindness later in
life with the akeidah. On Genesis 27:1

When Isaac was old and his eyes were dimmed from seeing, he
called his older son Esau and said to him, “My son. He answered,
“Here I am.”
The Midrash comments:

“From seeing”—from the strength of that vision, when Abraham
bound Isaac his son to the altar. . . (Genesis Rabbah 65:10)
As the Midrash puts it, we should read the verse as “When Isaac grew old and
his eyes were dimmed from having seen [at the akeidah]. . .” The akeidah
continues to affect Isaac into his old-age. The Midrash does not tell us if
Abraham is aware of the impact of the akeidah on Isaac. A cursory reading of
Tanakh and the normative midrashic tradition shows that Abraham is unaware
of any negative effects of the akeidah. At the same time, Isaac’s response to the
akeidah and the way that he deals with it offers much insight into his character.
The interplay between these two dynamics—the impact of the akeidah on Isaac,
and Abraham’s oblivion toward it—teaches a valuable lesson in the religious
lives that we lead.

ISAAC AFTER THE AKEIDAH
The first time that Isaac appears in the narrative after the akeidah, he is about to
meet Rebecca, the woman that Abraham’s servant finds for him as a wife at
Abraham’s command. The Torah paints the following scene:

Isaac had just come back having gone to Be’er la’Hai Roi, for he was
settled in the region of the Negev. And Isaac went out to meditate in
the field toward evening and, looking up, he saw camels approaching.
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Raising her eyes, Rebecca saw Isaac. She alighted from the camel and
said to the servant, “who is that man walking in the field toward us?
And the servant said, “that is my master.” So she took her veil and
covered herself. (Genesis 24:62-65)
Rashi comments:

From having gone to Be’er la’hai Roi—he had gone to bring
Hagar for Abraham, so he could marry her.
This episode raises a number of questions. First, why does the Torah inform
us that Isaac went to Be’er la’Hai Roi? It seems rather odd that we should care
where Isaac is coming from. If the Torah is telling us of the relationship
between Isaac and Rebecca, we should only be concerned with where they are
now. Rashi’s comment raises even more difficulties. Abraham, it will be recalled
had just sent his servant to find a wife for Isaac. Yet, according to Rashi, Isaac
has been occupying himself finding a wife for his father. If Isaac is capable of,
and concerned with finding a wife for Abraham, why does Isaac not find a wife
for himself? Furthermore, if Isaac is about to get married and begin building his
family, why is he at all interested in finding a wife for his aging father? It would
seem as though Isaac should be worried about getting his own affairs in order.

BE’ER LA’HAI ROI—A WELL TO THE LIVING GOD
The first step in beginning to answer these questions is to understand the significance of Be’er la’Hai Roi. Isaac’s journey to Be’er la’Hai Roi is not the first
time we encounter this place. Be’er la’Hai Roi was named by Hagar in Parashat
Lekh Lekha, after she had been sent away by Sarah, who was jealous of Hagar for
having become pregnant with Abraham’s child. Ironically, it was Sarah who suggested that Abraham take Hagar as a wife because of Sarah’s inability to conceive.
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Sarai said to Abram: “The wrong done to me is your fault! I myself
put my maid in your bosom; now that she sees that she is pregnant, I
am lowered in her esteem. The Lord decide between you and me!”
Abram said to Sarai, “Your maid is in your hands. Deal with her as
you think right.” Then Sarai treated her harshly, and she ran away
from her. An angel of the Lord found her by a spring of water in the
wilderness, the spring on the road to Shur and said, “Hagar, slave of
Sarai, where have you come from, and where are you going?” And
she said, “I am running away from my mistress Sarai.” And the angel
of the Lord said to her, “Go back to your mistress, and submit to her
harsh treatment.” And the angel of the Lord said to her, “I will greatly increase your offspring, and they shall be too many to count.” The
angel of the Lord said to her further, “Behold, you are with child and
shall bear a son; you shall call him Ishmael. For the Lord has paid
heed to your suffering. He shall be a wild ass of a man; His hand
against everyone, and everyone’s hand against him; he shall dwell
alongside of all his kinsmen.” (Genesis 16 5:-12)

This revelation with the angel prompts Hagar to call God by a new name:

And she called the Lord who spoke to her, “You Are El-Ro’i” for she
said, “Have I not gone on seeing after He saw me!” Therefore the
well was called “Be’er la’Hai Roi” (the well to Hai Roi); it is between
Kadesh and Bered. (Genesis 16:13-14)
Hagar names God “El Roi” which literally means “God who sees me.” She
also names the place of her revelation “Be’er la’Hai Roi” “A well to the Living
One Who sees me.”
The Midrash is troubled by Hagar’s name for God. What is it that God sees?
The Midrash explains:

You are God Who sees me—R. Aybu said: You identify with the
embarrassment of those who have been insulted and humiliated.
(Genesis Rabbah 45)
Hagar had been treated improperly by Sarah, and was humiliated by the lack
of dignity and respect afforded her. Her encounter with the angel allows Hagar
to feel that God identifies with her plight and is sympathetic to her humiliation.
Be’er la’Hai Roi comes to symbolize her pain and the comfort she feels when
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she realizes that she is not alone in her suffering. God recognizes her plight and
has compassion for her.

THE CONNECTION TO ISAAC
Though the text does not explain how, it is clear that the akeidah had a deep
impact on Isaac, as indicated in the Midrash cited above. One may raise the possibility that Isaac felt that he had been wronged, insulted, and abandoned both
by his father Abraham, and by God who had commanded this on him. In other
words, Isaac had many of the same feelings that Hagar had after being kicked
out of Abraham’s house by Sarah.
The Torah leaves room for speculation about Isaac’s exact intentions, but it is
clear that his travel to Be’er la’Hai Roi should not be seen as a random detail of
his wanderings in the desert. Rather he went there because he identified with
Hagar’s plight. Perhaps Isaac sought out the compassion that Hagar had felt at
that same place—Isaac wanted to relate to a God Who identifies with the plight
of the downtrodden and humiliated. But Isaac may have gone to question the
very existence of the place whose meaning he so desperately sought. In light of
his experience at the akeidah, Isaac may have questioned the very possibility of
Be’er la’Hai Roi’s existence. “How could there be a place that testifies to God’s
compassion,” wondered Isaac, “when I feel so abandoned and hurt?” The
Midrash on our verse confirms this understanding.

He came from a mission to fetch someone. And where had he gone?
To Be’er la’Hai Roi. He had gone to fetch Hagar, the one who had
sat by the well and besought the Eternal God “See my humiliation!” (Genesis Rabbah 60)
Isaac fetches Hagar because he identifies with her feelings of humiliation. His
bringing Hagar has nothing to do with a lack of concern for his own life situation, or an inability to find a wife for himself. Rather, just as Hagar sat on the
well and cried to God, “See my humiliation!” so Isaac was crying out to God, to
Abraham and perhaps to the rest of the world, “See my humiliation!” Abraham
was unaware of Isaac’s pain and humiliation. Isaac’s going to the place named
after the pain and humiliation felt at being rejected and abandoned was his way
of telling Abraham about his pain. Perhaps Isaac’s bringing Hagar back to
Abraham was his way of making Abraham aware of the pain that he had caused
to others. Just as Abraham was unaware of the deep psychological impact the
akeidah had on Isaac, he may not have been aware of the pain and suffering felt
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by Hagar after being expelled from Abraham’s house.
According to this understanding, before he could marry Rebecca and get on
with his life, Isaac had to come to terms with his experience at the akeidah. This
included a need to cry out and admit that he felt hurt and betrayed. He went to
the only place he knew of to make such a plea—to Be’er la’Hai Roi.
Additionally, Isaac had to mend his relationship with Abraham. Bringing Hagar
back to Abraham’s house was not a way to avoid dealing with his own life. On
the contrary, in order for Isaac to deal with his life he needed his father fix the
wrong he had done. Abraham begins to do this by taking back Hagar. If the
source of Hagar’s pain and humiliation was being expelled from Abraham’s
house, then the way to fix it is to bring her back. By urging Abraham to take in
Hagar, Isaac hopes to force Abraham to reassess the other times Abraham may
have caused other people to feel the same way as Hagar.

THE LESSON FOR US
The above analysis teaches two important lessons. First, we learn how Isaac dealt
with his pain, suffering and humiliation. He went to the one place he knew of
that could help him deal with his feelings of abandonment, and he sought out
the one person he knew to have had similar feelings and issues. When confronted with life’s difficulties we should follow this model. Even more important
than having a community and support network to celebrate with us in our times
of joy is to have that network in times of trouble and despair. Although he was
unable to directly confront Abraham about the traumatizing effects the akeidah
had on him, Isaac knew how to make Abraham aware of his suffering.
Much has been written about how the subsequent events in Isaac’s life parallel those of Abraham’s. Isaac travels to the same places and digs the same wells
as Abraham. Isaac deals with similar political and military issues as Abraham, and
he builds altars to God in the same place as Abraham. One explanation of this
may be that Isaac has to rebuild a relationship to God in light of his akeidah
experience. Isaac is not able to relate to God in the same way as Abraham—after
all God was the source of Isaac’s trauma. Isaac therefore builds a relationship to
God on his terms. At the end of the day, Isaac’s relationship with God and his
actions may closely resemble those of Abraham, but only because Isaac engaged
in a process of building that relationship. His initial questions and concerns were
very different from his father’s. Isaac’s willingness to engage in the process of
rebuilding his shattered relationship to God should serve as inspiration to us
when we have questions about our own spirituality and relationships with God.
A second lesson that emerges from the above analysis is to realize the effect
and ramifications that our religious lives may have on others. As the Torah tells
us, Abraham passed God’s test with flying colors. He did what God demanded
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of him, despite the many inherent difficulties contained in such a demand.
Abraham, however, was unaware of the effect of his actions on Isaac. It is often
the case that religious actions have unintended or undesired consequences.
Isaac’s silent plea to Abraham—manifest in his bringing Hagar back to
Abraham’s house—makes Abraham aware of the pain that his desire to follow
God’s word had on others. This is not to say that Abraham should have acted
any differently, or should have refused to follow God’s command. Rather,
Abraham should have been sensitive to the pain that the akeidah caused Isaac
and acknowledged it. He should have been aware of the strain in their relationship and of the difficulties in Isaac’s personal spiritual life that resulted from the
akeidah. We too should be aware of the consequences of our religious actions.
The demands that halakhah makes of us are numerous and can have unintended
effects on our family, friends, colleagues, and on our own sensitivities. The akeidah, and Isaac’s reaction to it, teaches us the need to be sensitive to the possible
negative ramifications our personal spiritual quests can have on others.

